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                    Characters: 
                          
                    Flynn Finnegan – an older Irishman,gruff, set-in-his ways, traditional
                                                 frame drum maker

                    Owen Callaghan – 20-something from the “big city” assistant to
                                                   Flynn Finnegan

                   Setting:
                   
                  Small village in rural Ireland, Bodhran maker's shop specializing in 
                   making traditional frame drums and re-skinning services

                  Set:
                  Service counter centre stage facing audience with repair area on one
                  side and computer and cash register on the other. Displaying various 
                  custom bodhran drums in service counter undercase.
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Scene:

Lights come up on drum shop proprietor Flynn Finnegan behind the service counter 
who is finishing up a conversation with a customer (fourth wall style and thus invisible)  
who has just purchased a new drum....

Flynn: I think you'll be really pleased with that drum, it's got a great bottom end to it, 
beautiful tone! Any issues with it, you just be comin' back to see me, then! Slan leat! 
Bye bye bye bye bye bye bye bye!

Sound cue - shop door closing bell tinkle

Owen: (“ascending” from backstage basement stairs carrying a box)  So, she's after 
buying it then? Nice to see a new customer! Did she find us online? 

Flynn: Naw, naw, she heard about us from herself down the road, you know, 
missus...missus McCarthy there

Owen:  (sarcastically) Sure she did, she's not from the village, how would she know 
who Missus McCarthy is?

Flynn:  Well, you know how word of mouth works! This wee shop has a fine reputation 
for custom bodhrans, and as long as I'm alive, it'll stay that way!

Owen: Well that shouldn't be much longer then, you're a fossil!

 Flynn:  (muttered) ah ya bloody spanner....So, you managed to find the sale flyers then? 
(refers to box)

Owen:  Aye, although it would have been handy to have a map, that basement's a right 
kip!

Flynn: I know where everything is down there, it's just my gammy knees make it hard 
to go up and down those stairs, so they do.

Owen:  Well, I don't know just who you're after sending these flyers to, it's a small wee 
village and not a huge call for bodhrans here...you should be concentrating on that 
website I set you up with for your marketing!

Flynn:Oh,that blasted contraption of yours, bloody useless it is, I can't even turn it on!
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Owen:  Is it plugged in?

Flynn:  Of course it is, I'm not a complete eejit.

Owen:  Then what's the problem?

Flynn:  It keeps askin' for “magic words”

Owen:  What do you mean like, a “password”??

Flynn:  Password?? More like, “pain in the arseword!”

Owen:  Perhaps that should be your password then

Flynn:  Can you do that??

Owen:  (sighs) Right. I'll change it for you. Again. ….but this is the last time......
(mutters under his breath, “Get it tattooed on yer arse...”)

Flynn:  You know, before this debacle, I used a pen and paper! Wrote things down in a 
ledger, worked perfectly fine! ...and then your lot comes along with all the tippin' and 
tappin' (mimes typing) like you own the place!

Owen: (finishes resetting password) There. You see? So simple! ...say, now it's on and 
everything, why don't we check and see if any orders came in, hmm? ...(checks website)  
...oh! Look! 2 orders from America!

Flynn:  What? Really??

Owen:  I told you, I told you! Already paying off! 

Flynn:  Well, I am world reknowned! They probably had heard of me to begin with!!

Owen:  (rolls eyes) Right, let's get to it then!  (peers at screen) looks like they want a 
fourteen inch, and an eighteen inch......custom mahogany....I'll go downstairs and grab 
those frames.....

Flynn:  Aye, and a couple of skins (bustles around, grabs some tools and clears space 
in the work area, then yells down to basement:) Oh! And the bucket!
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Owen:  (returns with items)You know, that online stuff isn't the only thing you can 
modernize around here...
                                                                                                                                   
 Flynn:  What are you blethering on about now then?

Owen:  Well, there's those out there who like to drum, but don't want to touch the skin 
of a dead animal....

Flynn:  And whom are you referring to by “those”?

Owen:  Like vegans..for example...

Flynn:  Lord suffering jaysus! Not again with that vegan shite!

Owen:  It'll open up a whole new market!

Flynn:  What, all twelve vegans in Ireland??

Owen:  There's more than you know, and some of them want to buy drums so they do, 
it'll be good for business!

Flynn:  And what would we be using instead of goat skins then??

Owen:  You use a synthetic skin, it works just as well.

Flynn:  It most certainly does not! Goat skin has been used for hundreds of years, it is 
completely ideal to the task, and you're telling me you want to replace it with some sort  
of what, plastic???? (outraged)

Owen:  That “plastic” as you call it, has come a hell of a long way in the past few years!

Flynn:  It can't possibly have the same warm, rich tone of the real thing!  It doesn't have 
the same contraction capabilities! The drying part is the best bit! A metamorphosis of 
sound! 

Owen:  Now, ok, your drums do have a beautiful tone, but it doesn't address the ethical 
issues they present..a synthetic drum head would absolve your mind of all the goats 
you've been killing!

Flynn: I haven't killed any goats!! I get all my skins from the goat farmer down the 
road, it's a by-product they don't use anyway! 100% natural, 100% responsibly sourced!
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Owen:  Perhaps people shouldn't be eating goat meat in the first place! Vegans certainly 
don't, vegetarians certainly don't! Let's pretend you're a goat...would you rather..

Flynn:  (cutting him off)  Well I'm NOT a goat, but maybe I wouldn't MIND having my 
legacy live on in a drum instead of a rotting carcass on a scrapheap!!

(both take a deep breath at the same time while staring each other down angrily.....)

Sound cue: shop door bell tinkle, fourth wall customer enters, Flynn and Owen both 
swivel to stare at customer, 4th wall “customer” clearly gets scared off by the tension in 
the room, leaves, bell tinkles again, Flynn and Owen swivel back to stare at each 
other.....a beat of silence)

Flynn:  (tight lipped) Go fill the bucket.

Owen:  (tight lipped)  With pleasure.

Flynn:  (still tight lipped) I'll wet the tea. 

 (puts an electric kettle on to boil, a stormy silence ensues as they work around each 
other to set up area to make drums and sort out tea....gradually the tension calms down 
as they sort out their tasks, Owen puts the goat skin into the bucket to soak, which can 
be a prop using a white felted fabric stiffened with glue to look like a goat skin...unless 
you've got a real one of course!...whole process should take an uncomfortable minute or 
so....)

Owen:  You know.............(big pause as he picks up a glue pot and brush and stares at 
the glue...)............it's not just the skins..............

Flynn:  (peers at Owen suspiciously) What are you pokin' at now, then?

Owen: (enthusiastically) Well it's also the glue! If we made vegan drums, we'd need to 
change this glue, most glue is made of cows, pigs, fish...we'd have to start using 
synthetic glue too!

Flynn:  Now then! (tries to interject by pointing a tipper – which is  a bodhran 
drumstick, but is overridden by Owen)
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Owen:  (continuing)....and that's just the tip of the iceberg! Look at all this exotic wood 
you're using! Do you even know if it's sustainably harvested?? I mean, for god's sake 
man, you're using Mahogany! You could be using bamboo, birch!! You've got to 
research where this stuff is coming from! Do they pay their workers? Do they replant? 
Are they ethical? Cuz there are some FANTASTIC companies out there that are trying to 
make a difference for the good!

Flynn:  (still can't get a word in edgewise, and drops the tipper, steadily getting more 
annoyed)

Owen:  (picks up the tipper) And this tipper! Did you know the drumstick industry goes 
through 1500 trees a day? BUT there are some businesses replanting trees to replace 
what they took! 

Flynn: (throws up hands, goes to refill tea)

Owen:  Even that tea!! Do you have any idea how awful the TEA industry is?????

Flynn:  THAT IS IT!!! You GOBSHITE Jackeen!!! You think that because you're from 
the great almighty Dublin you're going to deprive me of not only how I make my living, 
but my god-given right to drink a cup of feckin' TEA??!? Are you even IRISH?!?!?! Let 
me tell you, a day without tea is not a day fit for LIVIN'!!! And my tippers are made by 
Seamus O'Hara in County Cork, are you going to deny that man a living too?? The 
frames!! You'd have me using that cheap bamboo shite glued together with what, 
leprechan secretions???!!

Owen:  Well, that wouldn't be vegan actually....

Flynn:  ARE YOU TAKIN' THE PISS RIGHT NOW??!!?!  (picks up the soaked goat 
skin out of the bucket and repeatedly and percussively pokes Owen in the chest to 
emphasize words, inadvertantly backing him towards the basement stairs as he says:)
This goat skin will become a bodhran which will beat with the heart of Ireland herself 
and no thick, uppity, narky holed gombeen with a face like a smacked arse from the “Big 
City”  is gonna tell me otherwise!!!  (on the last poke, Flynn accidentally knocks Owen 
down the basement stairs  using recorded sound cue of stair falling -  he cracks his head 
open and dies instantly with blood pooling around his head, but only Flynn can see this 
from his position at the top of the stairs).......................
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Flynn:  Owen??!!.................(silence)...............Owen!!!!!.....................(silence) ….Oh 
Jaysus Mary and Joseph, Owen!!!??? …........that's a right nasty crack on the 
noggin............ohhhhhhhhhhhhh that's a lot of blood right there...........ah jaysus 
jaysus........ you've gone and gotten yerself killed...............(silence) 
…...........right.....what am I going to do about that then...............
(lights down)

(lights up, two brand new drums on display, Flynn bustles around his shop dusting 
things, tweaking the new drum display.........
Sound cue: shop door bell tinkles)

Flynn:  Ah, good day to you! Looking for a drum? I have a couple of new ones just 
made! A new skin supplier from Dublin, with a cutting edge fancy new bamboo frame as 
requested by the new skin supplier.......

The End

                                                     


